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The song of achilles audiobook free

Reading a good book is great, but listening to one entered while you drive, fly, or just chill home is a great way to fit good books into your life as well. Fortunately, although there are large players in the audiobook market, there are many options to choose from. This week we want to know which ones you
think are the best. Of course, there are one or two big names that everyone thinks about when thinking about where they can buy or broadcast audio books (and we'll let you nominate them on their own), but there are many other options that offer free books or a more specific selection of titles. Sound off



with your favorite in the discussions below! Let us hear your voice in the debate below! To cast your vote, follow these guidelines: Follow this voting format, including bold printing. If not, it won't count: SCREENSHOT OF THE VOTING LOGO FOR THE BEST AUDIOBOOK SERVICE: [BEST AUDIOBOOK
SERVICE]Why: Explain why this service is the one you think is best for audiobooks! Perhaps it has the widest choice or excellent companion program that makes it easy to listen. Maybe she's got tons of free books. What makes this one you want to recommend to others, and why? Make your case! Try to
keep it in one paragraph, maybe two. Don't duplicate nominations! Instead, if someone nominated your pick, star (recommend) it to give it a boost, and answer your story instead. Please do not leave to log on, direct comments on this post. They will just be pushed down. Save your stories for other
statements! If you're not sure what you mean, just check out our writers' nominations below. We will give you a head start, and they should all be in the right format, so you can just follow our lead. Hive Five is our weekly series in which you vote on your favorite apps and tools for any job. Have a
suggestion for the topic? Send us an email tips + hivefive@lifehacker.com!G/O Media can get commissionPhoto by Johan Larsson. Photo: Shutterstock If you're looking for a convenient way to save more books into your busy life, try to pick up an audiobook. You can listen to him while driving to work
while you're lounging around on vacation either while you're trying to think about what to pass the time through your quarantine at home. One of the best ways to maximize your listening experience is to sign up for a service that gives you access to tons of books at once, and we've covered you with the
best paid and free audio book subscription services to meet your bibliophile needs. In this guide, we'll cover four favorite audio book platforms and cover some of the other services that the Internet talks about, because access to more books is always better. Grab and prepare to hear a good book. Audible
(paid)Screenshot: Emily LongG/O Media may get commissionEven although you may have concerns about Amazon, Audible's parent company, there is no doubt this audiobook service is one of the best around. It has many names , in fact hundreds of thousands, that you can buy, rent, broadcast and
listen offline using your official app for Android, iOS, Windows Phone and Amazon devices (of course). You can also play audio books through the Sonos speaker using the Audible or Sonos app. Audible offers a free trial version that gives you a 30-day membership and a free book. After that, the service
costs $15 per month for one credit (suitable for one audio book), but you get to save all the books you bought if you ever cancel. Your progress with the famous book is stored wherever you listen: for example, on the web, in an app, or in a car. And that's good; you do not want a service that makes it
difficult to take where you left. You don't have to be an Audible member to buy your audio books, but if you are, you will get a 30 percent discount on any purchases. These books are for you to listen to at any time, even offline, and the service integrates with your Amazon account, so your discount will also
be displayed when you search for books on Amazon.Depending on how much you're reading, Audible's selection and credit system makes it a great value, as the reddit user u/mirrorshield84 describes: I pay for 2 Audible credits per month for $22.95. So, although it's more expensive, it's cheaper than a
book. Unless I'm really out of stuff to read Libby, I try to let my credits stack up to 2 1 credit sales. (No, you won't get a special bonus discount when buying a physical copy of a book and then buying an audiobook, but you often save a little if you first buy a version of the book Kindle and add an Audible
track-go figure.) OverDrive/Libby (free)Screenshot: Emily LongOver's 45,000 libraries support OverDrive– a service that makes it easy to check audio books and e-books directly from your smartphone or tablet for free. All you need is a library card and a community library that supports the service.
(Chances are high you'll find at least one.) Libby offers a similar setup, but it's better if you only plan to visit public libraries, and Overdrive is better for every other library, such as school libraries. Both services are completely free if you have a library card for any library (or libraries) you want to use. Yes,
your choice may vary depending on your library, but the Overdrive site makes it great to show other places where you can find a book you might want to read (or listen to). You can read e-books and listen to audio books offline using Overdrive or Libby apps, and you can also pick up where you left, no
matter how you listen to the content. Your position, bookmarks, and notes between the devices. You can't check an unlimited number of audio books at once, but it's easy return the books and free up more space. Libby also syncs with Sonos, so you can listen to your borrowed books with your speaker (or
speakers) all over your home. Scribd (paid)screenshot: Emily LongScribd has always been a big thing when it comes to printing material- a great place to view raw documents of all kinds, from court filing research papers as well as a ton of magazines and books. Scribd also has thousands of audiobooks
that you can peruse and stream, making the service a low monthly fee ($9, with an initial 30-day free trial) for even more of a bargain. You can explore so much! Scribd apps for iOS, Android and Amazon devices make it easy to find, stream and download audio books for offline listening. And sleep timer
scribd stuffs into your programs automatically disables your audiobook after a set time (so you don't have to stay past your bedtime read, er, listen to all things). Over at BookRiot, which includes everything to read, Dana Lee writes: Scribd is of great value and along with library programs like Libby and
Hoopla, I usually check names here first before using credit or buying a la carte on other programs. While Scribd's audiobook offers aren't as comprehensive as Audible's, you'll get a wider range of services for a lower monthly fee - ideal for those who also like to read their favorite monthly magazines after
listening to a book or two on their travels. Hoopla (free)Screenshot: Emily LongWe has previously written about Hoopla, so you should be familiar with the service now. If not, here is a brief explanation: Much like OverDrive, Hoopla allows you to check different types of media from different libraries;
content list includes audiobooks, e-books and music, as well as TV shows and films. You authenticate your library membership by placing a number at the end of the card (digital or physical) that gives you access to your library's digital offerings. You can view content on hoopla's website or through its app
for iOS, Android, and Amazon devices. Like Overdrive, you are allowed to check a certain amount of content in different media categories at the same time, but it's easy to check the material when you're done listening/reading/viewing (or at the end of the borrowing period, like a real library!) Hoopla is
completely free, which is a great selling point, and its online ebook reader has all the settings that you probably care about: font sizes, background colors, text margins and line height, etc. Its content is limited to what your library offers, which will give you all the incentives to hop in the car and make a
membership run to several local libraries the next time you have a free weekend. Honorable mentionsThere are dozens where you can access audio books, and it's best to probably combine a free and paid subscription subscription to maximize your selection, especially if you don't want to wait for popular
bestsellers from your local library to check or dive deep into a specific genre (such as romance or sci-fi). Here are some more platforms to consider:Libro.fm (paid)If you want to support your local independent bookstore (especially in this pandemic economy), Libro.fm gives you access to more than
150,000 titles for $15 per month, a percentage of which goes to your choice of bookstore. Audiobooks.com (paid)If you just can't give yourself a used Audible, Audiobooks.com has more than 150,000 audiobooks plus tons (and tons) of podcasts for $15 per month. You can start with a 30-day free trial that
gets you three free books. Spotify (paid)We also want to shout Spotify as a decent service for audiobooks. We suspect that you will care more about your musical offerings than anyone else, but while you're rocking out, download a title or two (like a celebrity-told version of Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone) balance all that noise. You can also easily switch between playlists, podcasts, and audiobooks in one app with Spotify. This story originally ran in March 2015, updated in June 2018.    
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